SKY PARAGLIDERS METIS 2 – THE INTERMEDIATE SURFACE
In comparison with the Alexandre Paux’s MCC Aviation Beluga which was tested last year by Vol
Libre, development of the new Sky Paragliders METIS 2, also designed by Paux, delivered a glider
with a smaller surface, more manoeuvrability and sportive feeling, without losing the Beluga’s
efficiency…
THE GLIDER ITSELF
Amongst the new stuff, the big ears system has to be discovered. It reminds the GIN BeCool and
the Niviuk Takoo. An additional line on the A lines is tightened, when pulled, in a belaying-cleat
placed on the « A » riser.
The last break line, the one who goes to the wingtips, pass through two rings. It improves the breaks
efficiency and optimise the turn initiation at the wingtip. And only 7,7 kg according to the
manufacturer. I mean it’s a strong argument…
The magnetic clip on the brake handle is not strong enough, especially when folding. A more
performance one can be ordered in option.
TAKE-OFF
We do remind the outstanding efficiency of the Beluga during take-off, but the Metis concedes
nothing to the Beluga !! Inflation is so easy as we feel very well the lightness of the glider. Got
bluffed by the inflation’s efficiency !! The overshooting tendency is low with a high tolerance to
over piloting/over steering. It’s so easy to stop the canopy over the head, then start to run gently
and finally be frankly « taken-off ». Re-centering under the glider can be done only with brakes. At
maximum load, the launch behavior is as much efficient.
In windy conditions, the absence of spi effect is remarkable and the overshooting tendency as low
as with no wind. The « one riser/one brake » technique with the glider off the window is
impossible to miss.
In conclusion, a great 20/20 for launch!
IN FLIGHT
Trims are there only to get the glider faster. At 170 kg load, I measured 38 km/h and 45 at
maximum speed. The trims off position is better in turbulences and offers a better turn initiation.
Stability is good in/on every axes. Metis 2 keeps a good glide in thermal entry. The trajectory is
very stable, without any roll movement. In heavy conditions, the glider has little lacet/yaw
movements ; you can sometimes hear a discrete flip or flap of the wingtips, but only in very rough
air, thanks to the reasonable aspect ratio.
It’s very comfortable to get the glider slower at 27 km/h with only 4 kg of break pressure between
150 and 170 kg load. Break pressure becomes clearly more important at 190 kg load. Same thing
for steering effort. When releasing the brakes, the glider accelerates frankly, without noticeable
over-pitching tendency, a very good glide feeling.
The interest of trims is only to speed up the glider, loaded or not. At low charge, it’s not necessary
to release the trims to enjoy the glide qualities of the Metis.

Beginning with a lacet/yaw movement, the turn behaviour enables to exploit small thermals. The
conversion into roll movement depends on the load, but with any delai or lazy feeling , even at low
charge.
The low brake pressure, between 3 and 5 kg, depending on how you turn, becomes more important
only beyond 190 kg load. At this charge, the glider turns with an excellent yaw/roll combination.
Steering effort is not a problem as the brake travel is shorter. The angle of turn is easy to keep when
trims are off. So, a smooth and homogenous behavior in turn at constructor trim speed. And the
more you are loaded, the more turns are intuitive, with the predominance of roll movement
beginning at 160 kg load. Not a solo wing, but almost like one !
It needs only 30 cm brake travel in one 360 to start/initiate the spiral dive. Good centrifugal
feeling. Getting out of the spiral is lively, well in the axis and without too much bank. Wingovers
are more efficient with the help of weight shift, notably at low charge.
BIG EARS
The big ears system with belaying-cleat is the simplest we’ve tried. A plus point for Metis 2 : any
problem to engage big ears and keep them closed. A simple traction on the special lines release the
big ears which re-open by themselves.
LANDING
MCC’s Beluga was a reference in landing matter. Metis 2 confirms this feature ! With a « punch »
of resource/flair at the first cm of brake travel which can be surprising ! A very good glide at max
speed ensures/provides/manages landing without problem with an excellent slowdown of the
glider at the middle of brake travel. You will still have some resource/flair at low speed if you
pull down the brakes at maximum !
WELL…
Nothing bad to say about this glider ! The surface a little bit larger/higher than the other tandems
compared gives a better tolerance at maximum load in every aspect of flight. Metis 2 will certainly
be the choice of many professionals. It combines the fun to fly qualities of smaller glider surfaces
with the launching and landing comfort of larger/higher surfaces. It’s friendly using/easy to use
characteristics will be attractive/eye catching for « young » tandem pilots. Hope Sky Paragliders
will be ready to follow in production !
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The Vol Libre opinion :
All requested qualities for a professional use wihtout boring the pilot. The absolute weapon for
pilots under 75 kg ! Launching and landing are perfect, a great choice for professionals and clubs !

